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 The book is written by Stacia Mers, who is 8 and beat human brain cancers, and Jane Freund,
who is a lot more than 8 (49) and topped thyroid cancer. " is definitely a children's book on the
subject of having cancer." Stacia illustrates the publication and tells the tale of her brain cancer in
her own terms.THE LADY Who Had a Big Adventure - Cancer tumor, Chemo & Cupcakes"The Girl
Who Had a Big Experience - Malignancy, Chemo & Cupcakes" is compiled by a kid for a kid.
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. We pray this reserve helps other children who have to be on this journey. I cherished this honest
child's story and recommend it highly.I think her words and photos capture her feelings about the
ordeal of cancer treatment, and it might inspire other children to write down their feelings too. Whe
are so pleased with Stacia, our granddaughter. she's the bravest little girl we know. Told and
illustrated merely and straightforward by a kid, it would help to alleviate fears and reassure any
youngster. Many thanks for sharing your tale. Great book So touching and well done. The story
that these close friends inform by Stacia's illustrations and Jane's help with telling the tale is
educational and attention opening. What a brave little girl. Love it! This is an excellent book for any
age even though it is written, "by way of a kid, for a youngster"..This is a needed resource This
charming and awesomely illustrated tale is a much-needed resource for small children facing
cancer. wish all continues to be going well!!! Many thanks for sharing your tale with us Stacia yay!
Stacia was among my BFFs when I was 3 and 4 I'm happy she actually is better and doesn't want
anymore surgery! Touching Nice and honest. It really is in Stacia's words, and it is not complicated.
The hands drawn pictures are precious, and the author sounds like an extremely strong little girl.
This book was well received I purchased this reserve for just a little friend who gets the same
cancer. Up to now she's had her gramma read it to her 8 times. "Stay solid! Sure to be beneficial
for children diagnosed with cancer. For kids, from a kid's perspective This book can help any child
going right through a sickness, hospital stay, or treatment." is powerful via another child. What a
precious story or a brave little girl.
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